
CHORUS
Chadsgrove’s a community

We all achieve success
Chadsgrove’s a community

We all achieve success
Working hard and having fun

That’s what we do best!
That’s what we do best!

Verse 1
Happy faces, lots of laughter

Talking, signing; communicate
Walking, rolling, side by side

Our differences, we celebrate.

Verse 2
Targeting independence
We can fly. Feeling free.

Skills for life. Confidence.
Be the best that we can be.



Chadsgrove’s a community

Working ‘C’ hand (palm forward, 
pointing up) at the side of the 
supporting index (palm in, pointing up) 
working hand moves around 
supporting index turning to palm back



We all achieve success

Thumb hands (palms up, pointing 
forward) hands move down firmly 
whilst twisting at the wrists to finish 
palm down, pointing forward.



Working hard

Flat hands (palms in/back, pointing 
forward/in); blade of working hand 
taps on supporting index twice.



and having fun

Working flat hand (palm back, pointing 
in) in front of neck, moves forward/up 
in forward circles.



That’s what we do best!

Working thumb hand (palm down, 
pointing forward) brushes forwards 
along supporting thumb (palm in, 
pointing forward)



Happy faces

Working cupped hand strikes twice 
across supporting palm moving 
towards heel of hand



lots of laughter

Working ‘L’ hand (palm back, pointing 
in) below chin, makes small upward 
circles moving forwards.



Talking
Working index hand (palm in, 
pointing up) moves forwards 
from side of lips.



Signing
Open hands (palms in pointing 
forward) move in alternate 
forward circles.



Communicate
"C" hands (palms in, pointing up) move backwards 
and forwards alternately several times. May be 
signed at chest height or chin height as appropriate.



Walking

Working "V" hand (palm out, pointing 
down) "walks" up supporting forearm 
from back of hand to elbow.



Rolling



Side by Side



Our differences

Index hands (palms down, pointing 
forward) with fingertips touching, twist 
over at wrists and move apart to finish 
palms up, pointing forward.



we celebrate

Flat hands (palms back, pointing up) 
move up/ out from lips.



Targeting independence

Working index hand (palm back, 
pointing up) is held between thumb 
and fingers of supporting parallel hand 
(palm in, pointing forward); working 
hand moves down and makes a short 
movement forwards



Feeling free.

Open hands (palms down, pointing in) 
in front of upper chest brush up chest 
twisting to palms back, pointing in.



Skills for life. Confidence

Working ‘C’ hand (palm in, pointing up) 
taps twice against chest; working ‘C’ 
hand moves up slightly



Be the best that we can be.

Working thumb hand (palm down, 
pointing forward) brushes forwards 
along supporting thumb (palm in, 
pointing forward)


